Nuvestack
Executive Summary
The Nuvestack team is comprised of pioneers, thought leaders, and tier-1 innovators in the field of Virtual IT,
Cloud Computing, and Desktops-as-a-Service (DaaS). Our goal was to design the most robust, high-performance, secure virtual desktops available – and to make them easy to deploy and manage.
We accomplished that goal with the development and completion of NuveCenter ™ -- a Virtualized IT and
DaaS Software Platform that eliminates the barriers to the adoption of Cloud Services and virtual desktops.
The Nuvestack team is leading the “Great Cloud Migration” and “Post PC Migration" of computing to high
performance cloud-based subscription platforms that make cost effective, enterprise-quality computing
available to everyone.
Nuvestack Makes Business Computing Easy. By employing Nuvestack technology to manage your desktops
– you can focus on what is really important – growing your business. “We make DaaS easy” is not just a
Nuvestack marketing slogan – it is our promise to you and your company.
Nuvestack Technology Features:
• Performance - faster performance than competitive physical or virtual Microsoft desktop solutions.
• Security - no risk of data being lost or stolen from end-user devices (thin client, notebook, tablet,
smartphone, etc).
• Scalability - easily scale from 100s to 10,000+ simultaneous desktops without performance loss.
• Manageability - a single Nuvestack help desk technician can support up to 1,000 users.
• Superior TCO – our cost effective monthly subscription model not only makes DaaS economically
viable – it saves you money.
• Redundancy - backup and disaster recovery. Replicated virtual desktops keep user desktops intact
and accessible, ensuring no loss of user data or productivity.
• Nuvestack is hardware agnostic, easy to deploy, and is a green technology.
True As-A-Service Solution. Nuvestack is the only true DaaS Platform and “Software as a Service (SaaS)”
offering in the Cloud Services market for desktop IT. Current offerings from Amazon, VMware and others only
substitute one set of IT management problems for another as their customers remain on the hook to manage
their “new virtual desktop or hosted PC.” At Nuvestack, we believe you cannot be deemed a SaaS or “as a
Service” offering if the customer still needs to manage it. Only Nuvestack hosts, manages, and supports our
customers all the way to the end user, getting you out of the IT and desktop management business for good.
Nuvestack is leading the Virtual IT paradigm shift, changing how business computing is distributed, utilized,
and supported. The future is now. We have your next generation desktop waiting for you.

Always Fast. Always Secure. Always Easy.

